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I. I NTRODUCTION
Fog networking is a novel paradigm in which computing,
storage and communication functions are implemented at both
cloud and edge nodes (ENs), such as base stations, of a
wireless cellular system. As Fig. 1 shows, content delivery can
benefit from fog networking via edge caching (storing popular
content at the ENs), as well as via cloud processing, which
enables the delivery of content fetched from a central content
library.
The information-theoretic analysis of edge caching in [1]–
[4] and of more general fog-assisted wireless networks, or
Fog Radio Access Networks (F-RANs), in [5], [6] makes the
assumption that all files in the content library have the same
timeliness constraint. Under this assumption, caching schemes
in which all contents are allocated the same fraction of the
ENs’ caches were proven to be optimal or near-optimal in [5],
[6]. In practice, however, contents may have heterogeneous
latency requirements; e.g. video chunks may be buffered
to reduce the delay constraints, while information feeding
an Augmented Reality (AR) application has stricter latency
requirements. Reducing the delivery latency of a content type
generally requires allocating a larger fraction of the ENs’
cache capacity to it, which in turn increases the delivery
latency of other contents.
As in [1]–[6], in this paper, users are assumed to make
simultaneous requests from a library of contents, which may
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Abstract—A Fog Radio Access Network (F-RAN) is a cellular
wireless system that enables content delivery via the caching
of popular content at edge nodes (ENs) and cloud processing.
The existing information-theoretic analyses of F-RAN systems,
and special cases thereof, make the assumption that all requests
should be guaranteed the same delivery latency, which results
identical latency for all files in the content library. In practice,
however, contents may have heterogeneous timeliness requirements depending on the applications that operate on them. Given
per-EN cache capacity constraint, there exists a fundamental
trade-off among the delivery latencies of different users’ requests,
since contents that are allocated more cache space generally enjoy
lower delivery latencies. For the case with two ENs and two users,
the optimal latency trade-off is characterized in the high-SNR
regime in terms of the Normalized Delivery Time (NDT) metric.
The main results are illustrated by numerical examples.
Index Terms—Edge caching, Cloud Radio Access Network, Fog
Radio Access Network, Normalized Delivery Time.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the F-RAN system under study for M = 2 and K = 2.

be partially cached at the ENs during an offline caching phase.
Unlike prior work, in which all request sets experience the
same delivery coding latency, here we study the trade-offs
among the latencies that are achievable across different request
sets, when one allows arbitrary allocation of cache capacity at
the ENs across files. Leveraging a fine-grained understanding
of these trade-offs makes it possible to analyze individual
content latency constraints, including the average latency for
a content type under a probabilistic popularity model.
As in [5], [6], as well as in [3], [7], delivery latencies
are measured here in the high-Signal-to-Noise Radio (SNR)
regime with respect to a reference interference-free system,
yielding the performance metric of Normalized Delivery Time
(NDT). In [5], the minimum NDT was characterized for a
system with two ENs and two users under the assumption
that all users’ requests should be guaranteed the same latency.
Reference [6] obtained upper and lower bounds that are within
a multiplicative factor of 2 for any number of ENs and users.
Focusing on the special case with two ENs and two users
as in [5], the main contributions of this work are as follows:
(i) The performance metric of the NDT region is introduced
with the aim of analyzing the trade-off among the latencies
achievable for individual users’ requests under non-uniform
cache partitions across files (Sec. II); (ii) Novel achievable
schemes are presented that yield an inner bound to the NDT
region (Sec. IV); (iii) Outer bounds on the NDT region are
derived that conclusively characterize the NDT region (Sec.
V); (iv) Numerical results corroborate the analysis (Sec. VI).

II. S YSTEM M ODEL
A. Model
We consider an F-RAN architecture with M edge nodes
(ENs), which serve K users over a shared wireless channel,
see Fig. 1. As in prior works [1]–[6], the system operates in
two separate phases, namely an (offline) caching phase and
an (online) delivery phase. In both phases, the content library
F = {F1 , . . . , FJ } of J ≥ K files, where each file is of length
L bits, is fixed and static. The assumption of equally-sized
files simplifies the treatment, as in prior work, and should be
alleviated in future studies. In the caching phase, each EN m
can cache at most µJL bits from the library, where 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1
is referred to as the fractional cache capacity.
The delivery phase consists of an arbitrary number of slots.
In any slot, each user k requests a file FDk in F with index
Dk ∈ [1 : J]. We let D = [D1 , . . . , DK ] denote the vector
of requested files in a slot. We make the assumption that the
requested files are distinct, as e.g. in [8]. In future work, we
plan to alleviate this limitation. The main goal of this work
is understanding the trade-offs achievable among the delivery
latencies that are achievable for different request vectors D.
As we discuss in Sec. VI, this fine-grained understanding
of the trade-offs among the delivery latencies for different
requests can be used to study individual latency requirements
for different files under a given popularity distribution.
The channel from the ENs to the users is defined by:
Yk =

M
X

(1)

Hm,k Xm + Zk ,

m=1
e

which is a standard quasi-static model, where Xm ∈ Cn is
a codeword of length ne symbols transmitted by the EN m;
Hm,k ∈ C is the channel coefficient from EN m to user k;
Zk is complex Gaussian additive noise with unitary power,
i.i.d. over time and users and also independent of the channel
e
coefficients; and Yk ∈ Cn is the received signal of length ne
symbols by user k. The channel coefficients are realizations
of continuous random variables, and are i.i.d. over ENs and
users. Using the notation [1 : K] = {1, . . . , K}, let H =
(Hm,k )m∈[1:M ],k∈[1:K] denote the channel state information
(CSI), which is assumed to be known throughout the network,
i.e., at the cloud, the ENs and the users.
The cloud has orthogonal fronthaul links to each of the ENs.
Using the parametrization in [6], the capacity is measured
in bits per symbol, where a symbol is a channel use of
the wireless channel. Furthermore, as in [6], the fronthaul
capacity is written as C f = r log(P ), where r is defined as
the fronthaul rate and P is the (high) SNR of the wireless
edge links. The fronthaul rate describes the ratio between the
fronthaul capacity and the high-SNR capacity of each EN-touser when used with no interference from other links.
In the caching phase, EN m stores an arbitrary function
c
Sm,j = πm,j
(Fj )
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of each file Fj , j ∈ [1 : J],. We allow for an arbitrary partition
of each EN’s cache capacity. Denoting the entropy of the
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Fig. 2. Delivery consists of a fronthaul transmission and an edge transmission
phase. The length of these phases depends on the files that are requested.

cached content for file Fj at EN m as H(Sm,j ) = µm,j L,
with 0 ≤ µm,j ≤ 1, we impose that the cache partition
{µm,j }j∈[1:J] satisfies the per-EN cache capacity constraint
J
X

µm,j ≤ µJ,

(3)

j=1
c
for each m. We will refer to π c = (πm,j
)m∈[1:M ],j∈[1:J] as
the caching policy and to the matrix

µ = (µm,j )m∈[1:M ],j∈[1:J]

(4)

as the cache partition matrix for the given caching policy.
Each slot of the delivery phase consists of two subsequent
subslots (Fig. 2). In the first subslot, the cloud sends information on the requested files to the ENs on the fronthaul
links, while in the second subslot the ENs use the shared
wireless channel to transmit to the users. To elaborate, in the
first subslot, the cloud sends a message Um to the EN m on
the fronthaul as a function of the demand vector, the files and
the CSI
f
U m = πm
(D, F, H).

(5)

The first subslot has nfD symbols, where we make explicit the
dependence on the vector D, and the entropy of message Um
must be bounded as H(Um ) ≤ C f nfD in order to satisfy the
f
fronthaul capacity constraints. We call π f = (π1f , . . . , πM
)
the fronthaul policy. In the second subslot, the ENs transmit
a codeword Xm , of neD symbols, on the wireless channel as
a function of the users’ demand D, the cache content Sm =
{Sm,j }j∈[1:J] of EN m, the fronthaul message Um to EN m
and the global CSI H:
e
Xm = πm
(D, Sm , Um , H).

(6)

e
) the edge transmission policy. After
We call π e = (π1e , . . . , πM
receiving Yk in (1), user k decodes the requested file as

F̂Dk = πkd (Yk , D, H),

(7)

d
and we let π d = (π1d , . . . , πK
) denote the decoding policy. The
error probability of a policy π = (π c , π f , π e , π d ) is defined as
the worst-case error probability across requests and users

Pe = max max P (F̂k 6= FDk ).
D

k∈[1:K]

(8)

A sequence of policies, parametrized by L and P , is defined
as feasible if it satisfies the limit limP →∞ limL→∞ Pe = 0.

B. Problem Statement

δ f = ν/r
Cloud

For any sequence of feasible policies π parametrized by
L and P , we now define the high-SNR delivery time metric
for each demand vector D. To this end, we introduce the
normalized durations of the first and second subslots in the
given transmission interval as
nxD
,
P →∞ L→∞ L/ log P

x
δD
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(9)

where x = f for the first subslot (fronthaul transmission) and
x = e for the second subslot (edge transmission). In (9), the
subslot durations are normalized by the high-SNR delivery
time of a reference system in which each user is served
on an interference-free dedicated channel by an EN, namely
L/ log P . Note, in fact, that an interference-free channel has
a high-SNR capacity of log P (see also [6] for additional
f
e
discussion). We refer to δD
and δD
as the fronthaul and
edge NDTs, respectively, for request D. The overall NDT for
f
e
request D is hence given by δD = δD
+ δD
.
We are interested in characterizing the region ∆∗ (µ, r) of
all achievable NDT tuples δ = (δD )D∈D under the per-EN
capacity constraint (3), which we refer to as NDT region. We
impose that the same NDT be achieved δD be achieved for
all permutations of the vector D. This allows us to obtain a
characterization that depends only on the subset of files that
are requested. Henceforth, with a slight abuse of notation, D
represents a subset of [1 : J]. As a result, the NDT region is
J
contained in the positive orthant of R(K ) .
To study the NDT region ∆∗ (µ, r) it is convenient to
analyze also the region ∆∗ (µ, r) of all NDT tuples that are
achievable with a given cache partition matrix µ in (4). By
definition, we have
[
∆∗ (µ, r) =
∆∗ (µ, r).
(10)
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As a first important observation is summarized in the
following lemma.

Fig. 3. Illustration of constituent delivery strategies.

Lemma 1. The NDT regions ∆∗ (µ, r) and ∆∗ (µ, r) are
convex.

III. P RELIMINARIES

Sketch of proof : The lemma follows from the fact that,
given two NDT tuples δ and δ 0 that are achievable with cache
partitions µ and µ0 , respectively, that satisfy (3), the NDT
tuple αδ +(1−α)δ 0 (with entry-wise sum), for any 0 ≤ α ≤ 1,
can also be achieved using cache sharing and file splitting for
a cache partition αµ+(1−α)µ0 which satisfies (3). A detailed
proof can be found in Appendix A.
We finally note that the minimum NDT introduced in [6],
corresponds to the minimum value δ in the NDT region
∆∗ (µ, r), with equal cache partition µm,j = µ, such that the
equality δ = δD holds for all request subsets D. In the rest of
this paper, we focus on the special case K = M = 2 and we
write δD = δi,j for any request subset D = {i, j}.

Here we review delivery strategies, see Fig. 3, for the
fronthaul and edge channels from [6], which will be used
as ingredients in the next section to propose a more general
caching and delivery policy. (1) Hard-transfer fronthauling
(HT, Fig. 3a): As shows, via the HT fronthaul delivery strategy,
the cloud delivers a fraction ν of one of the requested files, say
G1 , to EN 1 and a fraction of the other file G2 to EN 2 on the
respective fronthaul links. (2) Zero-forcing beamforming (ZF,
Fig. 3b): If both ENs have both requested messages G1 and
G2 , or a fraction ν thereof, available in the respective caches,
the edge delivery strategy of cooperative ZF beamforming
can be carried out on this fraction to deliver Gi to user
i, yielding parallel interference-free channels to both users.
(3) Soft-transfer fronthauling with zero-forcing beamforming
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Fig. 4. Achievable strategies

(ST+ZF, Fig. 3c): With the fronthaul-edge delivery strategy,
the cloud implements ZF beamforming and transmits the
resulting baseband signals to the ENs in quantized form. The
ENs simply forward the quantized signals over the shared
wireless channel [9]. (4) X-channel interference alignment (XIA, Fig. 3d): If the ENs cache different fractions ν of each
requested file, the resulting channel model for the delivery for
this fraction is an X-channel, for which interference alignment
(IA) edge delivery strategies were presented in [10].
Lemma 2. [5] The following fronthaul and edge NDTs are
achievable using the delivery strategies summarized above.
HT: Let G1 and G2 be messages of νL bits that are available
in the cloud. HT requires the fronthaul NDT δ f = νr to
transmit G1 to EN1 and G2 to EN2 .
ZF: Let both ENs have messages G1 and G2 of νL bits
available. ZF requires the edge NDT δ e = ν to transmit G1
to user 1 and G2 to user 2.
ST+ZF: Let G1 and G2 be messages of νL bits that are
available in the cloud. ST+ZF requires the fronthaul and edge
NDTs δ f = νr and δ e = ν to transmit G1 to user 1 and
G2 to user 2.
X-IA: Let Gi,1 and Gi,2 be messages of νL bits that are
available at ENi , i = 1, 2. X-IA requires the edge NDT
δ e = 3ν to transmit G1,1 and G2,1 to user 1 and G1,2 and
G2,2 to user 2.
IV. ACHIEVABLE NDT R EGION
In this section, we present achievable strategies that yield
an inner bound on the NDT region ∆∗ (µ, r). To this end, we
consider policies with cache partitions µ such that the two ENs
cache the same number of bits for each file, i.e., µ1,j = µ2,j =

µj . As a result, each file Fj is generally allocated a different
cache fraction µj at the ENs. We will show in the next section
that this restriction comes with no loss of optimality.
Theorem 1. An inner bound on the NDT region is given by
the inclusion
[
∆(in) (µ, r), (11)
∆∗ (µ, r) ⊇ ∆(in) (µ, r) =
µ:µ1,i =µ2,i =µi ,
PJ
j=1 µj ≤µ

where the region

n
o
(in)
∆(in) (µ, r) = δD δi,j ≥ δi,j (µ, r), ∀{i, j} ∈ D

(12)

is included in ∆∗ (µ, r), and we have
 (in,1)

δi,j (µ, r),
if r ≤ 1, µi < 21 and µj < 12 ,



(in,2)


if r ≤ 1 and
δi,j (µ, r),
(in)
δi,j (µ, r) =
(µi ≤ 21 ≤ µj , or µj ≤ 12 ≤ µi ),


(in,3)

δi,j (µ, r),
if r ≤ 1, µi > 21 and µj > 12 ,



 (in,4)
δi,j (µ, r),
if r > 1,
(13)
with the definitions
(in,1)

δi,j

(µ, r) = 1 +

1
−
r




1
− 1 max{µi , µj }
r

1
min{µi , µj },
r 

3 1 1
(in,2)
δi,j (µ, r) = +
− min{µi , µj } ,
2 r 2
−

(in,3)

(µ, r) = 2 − min{µi , µj },
1 1
(in,4)
δi,j (µ, r) = 1 + − min{µi , µj }.
r
r
δi,j

(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

In the remainder of this section, we present the achievable
strategies that yield the inner bound in the previous theorem at
an intuitive level. The detailed proof of Theorem 1 is given in
Appendix B. To this end, we will present two different caching
policies for the cases r ≤ 1 and r > 1. Note that the caching
policy cannot depend on the demand D = {i, j}, unlike the
delivery policy. In the following, we set µi ≤ µj without loss
of generality.
Caching policy for r ≤ 1: As seen in Figures 4a–4c, each file
Fi is cached so that the bits indexed by 1, . . . , µi L are stored
in EN1 and bits (1 − µi )L, . . . , L are stored in EN2 , i.e., we
minimize the overlap in the cached content in EN1 and EN2
by storing the first part of the file in EN1 and the last part
of the file in EN2 . If µi ≥ 1/2 some overlap will occur and
some bits will be stored in both ENs.
Caching policy for r > 1: As seen in Figure 4d, each file Fi
is cached so that bits 1, . . . , µi L in both EN1 and EN2 , i.e.,
we cache only the first part of the file and we maximize the
overlap between the content that is cached in the ENs.
Delivery strategy for µj < 1/2 and r ≤ 1: This case
(in,1)
is illustrated in Figure 4a and achieves δi,j (µ, r). The
delivery proceeds in three phases: a) we use HT to deliver bits
µi L, . . . µj L and (1−µj )L, . . . , (1−µi )L of file Fi to EN1 and
EN2 , respectively; b) we use X-IA to transmit bits 1, . . . , µj L
and (1 − µj )L, . . . , L of the files from the ENs to the users;
c) we use ST+ZF to transmit bits µj L, . . . , (1 − µj )L directly
from the cloud. Note that the strategy in [6] does not require
step a). In fact, interestingly, the optimal policy in [6] did
not make any use of HT fronthauling. The optimality results
presented in the next section demonstrate that, instead, when
µi 6= µj , the joint use of both HT and ST are instrumental in
achieving the optimal NDT performance.
Delivery strategy for µi ≤ 1/2 ≤ µj and r ≤ 1: This
(in,2)
case is illustrated in Figure 4b and achieves δi,j (µ, r). The
delivery proceeds in two phases: a) we use HT to deliver
bits µi L, . . . L/2 and L/2, . . . , (1 − µi )L of file Fi to EN1
and EN2 , respectively; and b) we use X-IA to deliver both
complete files from the ENs to the users. We remark that
this scenario is not relevant for the special case from [6]. We
emphasize the important role of HT for deriving an achievable
strategy, which is used here but not in [6],
Delivery strategy for µi > 1/2 and r ≤ 1: This case is
(in,3)
illustrated in Figure 4c and achieves δi,j (µ, r). The delivery
proceeds in two phases: a) we use X-IA to deliver bits
1, . . . , (1 − µi )L and µi L, . . . , L of the files from the ENs to
the users; and b) we use ZF to transmit bits (1−µi )L, . . . , µi L
from the ENs to the users. Note that this strategy does not
make use of the fronthaul during the delivery.
Delivery strategy for r > 1: The first min{µi , µj }L bits of
both files, which are stored at both ENs, are delivered using
ZF. The remaining (1−min{µi , µj })L bits are delivered using
ST+ZF. The strategy is illustrated in Fig. 4d and achieves
(in,4)
δi,j (µ, r).

V. C HARACTERIZATION OF THE NDT R EGION
In this section, we present an outer bound on the NDT
region ∆∗ (µ, r) and we prove that the inner bound from the
previous section is in fact tight, hence characterizing the NDT
region. The first result of this section provides an outer bound
on the achievable NDT tuple region for a fixed, and generic,
cache partition µ.
Theorem 2. For any cache partition µ, we have the outer
bound ∆∗ (µ, r) ⊆ ∆(out) (µ, r), where
o
n
(out)
∆(out) (µ, r) = δ δi,j ≥ δi,j (µ, r), ∀{i, j} ∈ D , (18)
with
(
(out)
δi,j (µ, r)

=

n
o
(out,`)
max`=1,...,3 δi,j (µ, r) ,
(out,4)
δi,j
(µ, r),

if r ≤ 1,
if r > 1,
(19)

and the definitions
(out,1)

1
(µ, r) = 1 + − min {µ1,i , µ2,i , µ1,j , µ2,j }
r 

1 1
−
− 1 (µ1,i + µ2,i + µ1,j + µ2,j ) , (20)
2 r

(out,2)

3
1
(µ, r) = +
− min {µ1,i , µ2,i , µ1,j , µ2,j }
2
2r


1 1
− 1 min{µ1,i + µ2,i , µ1,j + µ2,j }, (21)
−
2 r

δi,j

δi,j

(out,3)

δi,j

(µ, r) = 2 − min {µ1,i , µ2,i , µ1,j , µ2,j } ,

(22)

1 1
− min {µ1,i , µ2,i , µ1,j , µ2,j } . (23)
r
r
The proof of Theorem 2 is given in Appendix C. Using the
outer bound in the previous theorem, we show that the inner
bound from the previous section is tight. This result implies
that, in order to exhaust the NDT region, it is sufficient to
consider cache partitions in which µ1,j = µ2,j for all files
j ∈ [1 : J].
(out,4)

δi,j

(µ, r) = 1 +

Theorem 3. The NDT region is given as ∆∗ (µ, r) =
∆(in) (µ, r).
The proof of Theorem 3 is given in Appendix D.
VI. N UMERICAL E XAMPLE
Consider a set-up in which the set of popular files is
partitioned into two disjoint classes as F = F1 ∪ F2 , where
class Fi has Ji files. We first illustrate the NDT region derived
above and we then discuss how this can be used to obtain
optimal trade-offs among the individual latencies of different
files under a popularity distribution.
We first illustrate a slice of the NDT region in which we
impose that the same NDT δ(i),(j) be achieved for all subsets
D for which one file is in the class Fi and the other in Fj .
Recall that we assume that the requested files are distinct (even
if requested from the same class). The considered slice of the

Note that δ̄(i) is the average latency for files of class F(i) when
averaged over the second requested file.
In Figure 6, we illustrate the optimal trade-off between the
average NDTs δ̄(1) and δ̄(2) that arises from adjusting the cache
allocations among the two classes. In the figure we have set
µ = 3/8, r = 1/5, J1 = J2 and considered various values of
a. The figure confirms that obtaining lower average delivery
latencies for some files entails a larger average delivery
latencies for other files due to the limited cache capacities.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
This work characterized the set of delivery latencies supported by an F-RAN with two ENs and two users in the high
SNR regime, when allowing for any cache partition across
the files in a set of popular contents. Various aspects call for
further investigation, including the explicit minimization of the
average delivery latency as a function of the content popularity
profile, the extension of the main results to any number of ENs
and users (see [6] for the case of uniform file popularity) and
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NDT region is three-dimensional with axes given by δ(1),(1) ,
δ(2),(2) and δ(1),(2) . To further reduce the dimensionality, we
let δ(2),(2) be arbitrary, so as to focus only on the plane
(δ(1),(2) , δ(1),(1) ). In order to evaluate the boundary of this
slice of the NDT region, it can be argued that it is sufficient
to consider cache partitions such as all files within the same
class, which we denote as µ(1) and µ(2) for the files of class
1 and 2, respectively. With this choice, the cache capacity
constraint (3) reduces to J1 µ(1) + J2 µ(2) ≤ µ(J1 + J2 ).
The slice of the NDT region at hand is illustrated in Figure 5
for r = 1/5, J1 = J2 and various values of µ. The figure also
indicates the values of the cache allocations (µ(1) , µ(2) ) that
are required to obtain various points on the boundary of the
region as well as the delivery strategy that should be used at
various segments of the boundary. As it can be seen, the slice
of the NDT region is a polyhedron and each linear portion
of the boundary corresponds to a different delivery strategy
as indicated in the figure (see Sec. III for a correspondence
between strategies and NDT tuples δ (in,`) ). For instance, it is
seen that, for µ = 3/8, one has to use a different strategy
depending on the operating point: as δ(1),(2) increases, one
needs to switch between the strategies that achieve the NDTs
(in,1)
(in,2)
δi,j and δi,j .
Finally, we consider individual latency constraints for different files under a given popularity profile. To this end, we let
a and 1−a denote the probabilities that a file is requested from
class F1 and from class F2 , respectively. We then have that
the probability p11 that two files from class F1 are selected
is p11 = a2 ; the probability p12 that one file from each class
is requested is p12 = 2a(1 − a); and the probability p22 that
two files from class F2 are requested is p22 = (1 − a)2 . The
average latency for a file from a given class is:
p12
p11
δ(1),(1) +
δ(1),(2) , (24)
δ̄(1) = E[δ(1) ] =
p11 + p12
p11 + p12
p12
p22
δ̄(2) = E[δ(2) ] =
δ(1),(1) +
δ(1),(2) . (25)
p22 + p12
p22 + p12

2

1

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

δ̄(1)

Fig. 6. Optimal trade-off between the average delivery latencies for the files of
two classes for different popularity profiles defined by a (µ = 3/8,r = 1/5,
J1 = J2 ).

the derivation of an extended NDT region in which the same
contents may be requested by multiple users.
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Third, for µi > 21 and µj > 12 , the X-IA phase delivers four
messages of (1−µi )L bits using an edge NDT δ e = 3(1−µi ).
The ZF phase instead delivers (2µi − 1)L bits of each file and
requires an edge NDT δ e = 2µi − 1.
A PPENDIX C
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 2
In this appendix, we let P denote any function such that
P / log(P ) → 0 as P → ∞ and let L denote any function
such that L → 0 as L → ∞. Furthermore, we drop the
dependence of neD and nfD on D in order to streamline the
notation.
We start with two technical results that appear in [6].

The proof is based on cache sharing and file splitting,
similar to [6].
Let δ and δ 0 be NDT tuples that are achievable with policies
π and π 0 and cache partitions µ and µ0 , respectively, that
satisfy (3). Moreover, let 0 < α < 1 be arbitrary. We will
prove that the region ∆∗ (µ, r) is convex by demonstrating
that the NDT tuple αδ + (1 − α)δ 0 (with entry-wise sum) is
achievable for a cache partition αµ + (1 − α)µ0 , which also
satisfies (3).
We start by splitting each of the files in F in two parts of
sizes αL and (1 − α)L bits. Moreover, we split the cache at
each EN in two parts of sizes αµJL bits and (1−α)µJL bits.
Now, to achieve the NDT tuple αδ + (1 − α)δ 0 we transmit the
first fraction of the pair of requested files using policy π and
the first part of the caches and then transmit the second part
of the files using π 0 and the second part of the caches. This
policy uses cache partition αµ + (1 − α)µ0 and hence satisfies
the cache capacity constraints (3). Furthermore, it achieves
the desired NDT tuple αδ + (1 − α)δ 0 , since the NDT is
proportional to the file size.
It remains to be shown that for any µ, ∆∗ (µ, r) is convex.
This follows directly by taking in the above argument µ0 = µ
and observing that the overall cache allocation in the two phase
policy achieving αδ + (1 − α)δ 0 is again equal to µ.

Note that Lemma 4 does not appear in this form in [6], but
it follows directly from Lemma 5 in [6].
We will now develop several bounds on linear combinations
f
e
of the edge NDT δi,j
and fronthaul NDT δi,j
for any sequence
of feasible schemes. These bounds will be used to construct
f
e
a bound on the NDT δi,j = δi,j
+ δi,j
. The following three
lemmas provide such bounds.
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+ H(Fi , Fj | Y1 , Sm , Um , F[1:J]\{i,j} )

We analyze the fronthaul and edge NDTs using Lemma 2.
W.l.o.g. we consider µi ≤ µj . We focus on the case r ≤ 1
since the result for the case r > 1 is an immediate consequence
of Lemma 2.
First, for µi < 12 and µj < 12 , the HT delivery of bits
µi L, . . . µj L and (1 − µj )L, . . . , (1 − µi )L of file Fi to EN1
and EN2 , respectively, is done over parallel channels to EN1
and EN2 and takes a fronthaul NDT δ f = 1r (µj − µi ) by
Lemma 2. In the X-IA phase we deliver four parts, two of each
file, of µj L bits, and hence the edge NDT is δ e = 3µj . The
fronthaul and edge NDTs to deliver the remaining (1 − 2µj )L
bits of both files through ST+ZF are δ f = 1r (1 − 2µj ) and
δ e = 1 − 2µj , respectively. Summing all the NDT terms gives
the result.
Second, for µi ≤ 12 and µj ≥ 21 , the HT transmission of
(1/2 − µi )L bits to each EN requires a fronthaul NDT δ f =
1
r (1/2 − µi ). The X-IA phase, in which messages of L/2 bits
are transmitted, instead takes an edge NDT of δ e = 3/2.

Lemma 3 ([6], Lemma 6). For k = 1, 2 we have
H(Fi , Fj | Y1 , Sk , F[1:J]\{i,j} ) ≤ LL + ne P .

(26)

Lemma 4 ([6], Lemma 5). For k = 1, 2 we have
I(Fi , Fj ; Yk | F[1:J]\{i,j} ) ≤ ne log P + ne P .

(27)

Lemma 5. Let i, j ∈ [1 : J]. Then, any sequence of achievable
strategies satisfies the inequality
f
e
δi,j
+ rδi,j
≥ 2 − min{µ1,i , µ2,i , µ1,j , µ2,j }.

(28)

f
e
Proof: W.l.o.g. we prove the inequality δi,j
+ rδi,j
≥
2 − µm,j , m = 1, 2. First, we can write

(29)

2L = H(Fi , Fj | F[1:J]\{i,j} )
= I(Fi , Fj ; Y1 , Sm , Um | F[1:J]\{i,j} )

(30)

≤ I(Fi , Fj ; Y1 , Sm , Um | F[1:J]\{i,j} ) + LL
+ n e P ,

(31)

where the equality follows from the independence of files
and the inequality follows from Lemma 3 and the fact that
conditioning on Um reduces entropy. Next, we write
I(Fi ,Fj ; Y1 , Sm , Um | F[1:J]\{i,j} )
≤ I(Fi , Fj ; Y1 , Fi , Sm , Um | F[1:J]\{i,j} )

(32)

= I(Fi , Fj ; Y1 | F[1:J]\{i,j} )
+ I(Fi , Fj ; Fi | F[1:J]\{i,j} , Y1 )
+ I(Fi , Fj ; Sm , Um | F[1:J]\{j} , Y1 )

(33)

≤ ne log P + ne P + LL
(34)

+ H(Sm , Um | F[1:J]\{j} )
e

e

f

≤ n log P + n P + LL + n r log P
(35)

+ H(Sm | F[1:J]\{j} )
e

e

f

≤ n log P + n P + LL + n r log P + µm,j L, (36)

where: (34) follows by bounding the first term in (33) using
Lemma 4 and the second term in (33) using Fano’s inequality;
(34) follows from H(Um ) ≤ nf r log P by the fronthaul
capacity constraints; and (36) follows from the definition of
µm,j .
Combining (31) and (36) and rewriting in terms of δ e and
f
δ gives


P
δe 1 +
+ δ f r ≥ 2 − µm,j − L ,
(37)
log P
and the result follows by taking L → ∞ and P → ∞.
Lemma 6. Let i, j ∈ [1 : J]. Then, any sequence of achievable
strategy satisfies the inequality
f
2rδi,j
≥ 1 − min{µ1,i + µ2,i , µ1,j + µ2,j }.

(38)

f
Proof: W.l.o.g. we prove the inequality 2rδi,j
≥ 1−µ1,i −
µ2,i . We have

L = I(Fi ; S1 , U1 , S2 , U2 | F[1:J]\{i} )
+ H(Fi | S1 , U1 , S2 , U2 , F[1:J]\{i} )

(39)

≤ H(S1 , S2 | F[1:J]\{i} )
+ H(U1 | F[1:J]\{i} ) + H(U2 | F[1:J]\{i} ) + LL
≤ µ1,i + µ2,i + 2rnf log P + LL ,

(40)
(41)

where the first inequality follows from the equality
H(S1 , U1TF , S2 , U2TF | F[1:J] ) = 0 and from Fano’s inequality,
since file Fi can be recovered from S1 , U1TF , S2 , U2TF given
that the input signals are functions of these variables. The
second inequality follows from the fronthaul rate constraint.
The result follows by taking the limits L → ∞ and P → ∞.
Lemma 7. Let i, j ∈ [1 : J]. Then, any sequence of achievable
strategy satisfies the inequality
2rδ f ≥ 2 − µ1,i − µ2,i − µ1,j − µ2,j .

(42)

Proof: We have
2L = I(Fi , Fj ; S1 , U1 , S2 , U2 | F[1:J]\{i,j} )
+ H(Fi , Fj | S1 , U1 , S2 , U2 , F[1:J]\{i,j} )

(43)

≤ H(S1 , S2 | F[1:J]\{i,j} ) + H(U1 | F[1:J]\{i,j} )
(44)

+ H(U2 | F[1:J]\{i,j} ) + LL
f

≤ µ1,i + µ2,i + µ1,j + µ2,j + 2rn log P + LL , (45)
where the first inequality follows from the equality
H(S1 , U1 , S2 , U2 | F[1:J] ) = 0 and from Fano’s inequality,
since the files Fi and Fj can be recovered from the variables
S1 , U1 , S2 , U2 as discussed above.
We now summarize the constraints of Lemmas 5–7 as
f
e
δi,j
+ rδi,j
≥ 2 − min{µ1,i , µ2,i , µ1,j , µ2,j },
1 1
f
rδi,j
≥ − min{µ1,i + µ2,i , µ1,j + µ2,j },
2 2
µ1,i + µ2,i
µ1,j + µ2,j
f
rδi,j
≥ 1−
−
,
2
2

(46)
(47)
(48)

and we add
e
δi,j
≥ 1,

(49)

f
δi,j

(50)

≥ 0,

where (49) holds since the edge NDT in an interference-free
wireless channel is 1. The required bounds for Theorem 2 are
finally obtained by taking various linear combinations of (46)–
(50). In particular, for the case r ≤ 1, by taking (46) and (48)
with weights 1 and (1/r − 1), respectively, we obtain
h
h
i 1
i
f
f
e
δi,j + rδi,j +
− 1 rδi,j
≥
r
[2 − min{µ1,i , µ2,i , µ1,j , µ2,j }]



µ1,i + µ2,i
µ1,j + µ2,j
1
−1 1−
−
, (51)
+
r
2
2
(out,1)

from which it follows that δi,j ≥ δi,j
.
Next, for r ≤ 1, taking (46) and (47) with weights 1 and
(1/r − 1), respectively, gives
h
i 1
i
f
f
e
δi,j
+ rδi,j
+
− 1 rδi,j
≥
r
[2 − min{µ1,i , µ2,i , µ1,j , µ2,j }]



1 1
1
−1
− min{µ1,i + µ2,i , µ1,j + µ2,j } , (52)
+
r
2 2
h

(out,2)

which is equivalent to δi,j ≥ δi,j

.
(out,3)

Continuing with r ≤ 1, the inequality δi,j ≥ δi,j
follows
from
h
h
i 1
i
f
f
e
δi,j
+ rδi,j
+
− 1 rδi,j
≥
r


1
[2 − min{µ1,i , µ2,i , µ1,j , µ2,j }] +
− 1 · 0, (53)
r
which is obtained by taking (46) and (50) with weights 1 and
(1/r − 1), respectively.
Finally, for r > 1, by taking (46) and (49) with weights 1
and (1 − 1/r), respectively, we obtain

i 
1h e
1  e 
f
δi,j + rδi,j
+ 1−
δi,j ≥
r
r


1
1
[2 − min{µ1,i , µ2,i , µ1,j , µ2,j }] + 1 −
· 1, (54)
r
r
(out,4)

from which it follows that δi,j ≥ δi,j

.
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To prove Theorem 3, we need to show that the NDT region
(10) is given as
[
∆∗ (µ, r) =
∆(in) (µ, r),
(55)
µ∈U

where we have introduced the set


J


X
µj ≤ µ
U = µ ∀i ∈ [1 : J] : µ1,i = µ2,i = µi , and



with equality if and only if µ̃1,i = µ̃2,i = µ̂i and µ̃1,j =
µ̃2,j = µ̂j ; and

(56)
for convenience of notation. The proof consists of two parts.
1) We demonstrate that for any µ̃ 6∈ U such that (3) holds,
there exists a µ̂ ∈ U for which

for all µ ∈ U. The proofs of (63) and (64) are deferred to the
(in)
end of this appendix. Now, w.l.o.g. assume that δi,j (µ̂, r) =
(in,`)
δi,j (µ̂, r). Then, we can write

(in,`)

∆∗ (µ̃, r) ⊂ ∆∗ (µ̂, r)

(57)

and (3) hold. This allows us to restrict the union in (10) with
no loss of optimality to set U as
[
∆∗ (µ, r) =
∆∗ (µ, r).
(58)
µ∈U

2) We show that, for any µ ∈ U, we have
∆∗ (µ, r) = ∆(in) (µ, r) = ∆(out) (µ, r),

(59)

which reduces (58) to (55), hence concluding the proof. Details
are provided next.
1) To prove (57), we start by constructing the mentioned
cache partition µ̂ from µ̃ 6∈ U as
µ̃1,i + µ̃2,i
.
(60)
2
The choice µ̂ satisfies the capacity constraint (3), since we
have
!
J
J
J
X
X
1 X
µ̂m,i =
µ̃1,i +
µ̃2,i ≤ Jµ,
(61)
2 i=1
i=1
i=1
µ̂i = µ̂1,i = µ̂2,i =

where
the inequalityPholds because of the constraints
PJ
J
µ̃
i=1 1,i ≤ Jµ and
i=1 µ̃2,i ≤ Jµ. We now argue that,
for an arbitrary (i, j) ∈ D, the achievable NDT under µ̂ by
Theorem 1 is strictly smaller than the lower bound on the NDT
under µ̃ obtained in Theorem 2, i.e.,
(in)
δi,j (µ̂, r)

<

(out)
δi,j (µ̃, r).

(62)

This would conclude the proof of part 1). To this end, we
leverage the following inequalities: for all ` = [1 : 4], we
have
(out,`)
(out,`)
δi,j (µ̂, r) ≤ δi,j (µ̃, r),
(63)

(out,`)

δi,j (µ, r) = δi,j

j=1

(in)

(in,`)

(out,`)

δi,j (µ̂, r) = δi,j (µ̂, r) = δi,j
<

(64)

(µ, r),

(µ̂, r)

(out,`)
δi,j (µ̃, r)

(out)

≤ δi,j (µ̃, r), (65)

where the second equality follows from (64), the first inequality from (64) and the second inequality from the definition of
(out)
δi,j (µ̃, r). This proves (57).
2) Equation (59) follows directly from (64), since the latter
equality shows that any point on the boundary of the region
∆(out) (µ̃, r) can be achieved with the scheme proposed in
Theorem 1.
Proof of (63) and (64): Observe that, for all ` ∈ [1 : 4], we
have
(out,`)

δi,j

(out,`)

(µ̃, r) − δi,j

(µ̂, r)

= min {µ̂1,i , µ̂2,i , µ̂1,j , µ̂2,j } − min {µ̃1,i , µ̃2,i , µ̃1,j , µ̃2,j }


µ̃1,i + µ̃2,i µ̃1,j + µ̃2,j
,
= min
2
2
− min {min{µ̃1,i , µ̃2,i }, min{µ̃1,j , µ̃2,j }} . (66)
Now, (63) follows from the inequality
µ̃1,k + µ̃2,k
≥ min {µ̃1,k , µ̃2,k } ,
(67)
2
for k = 1, 2, which holds with equality if and only if µ̃1,k =
µ̃2,k .
Finally, for (64), with µ ∈ C, we have
1
(out,1)
δi,j
(µ, r) = 1 + − min {µi , µj }
r


1
(in,1)
−
− 1 (min {µi , µj } + max {µi , µj }) = δi,j (µ, r).
r
(68)
(in,`)

(out,`)

In a similar fashion, it follows that δi,j (µ, r) = δi,j
for all ` = [1 : 4].

(µ, r)

